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Introduction
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Since the first release of the human genome consensus 45 sequence, the impact of next generation sequencing (NGS) technol- 46 ogies is getting every day stronger and it is rewriting the rules of 47 genomic research. Several genotyping methods have been proposed both for 61 human and non-human genomes [1] [2] [3] [4] . Early methods rely on 62 counting the number of times each allele of a single genomic locus 63 (pileup) is observed. For example, VarScan [5] is based on an 64 heuristic method that uses the number of aligned reads supporting 65 each allele. 66 The most recent methods are often based on a probabilistic 67 framework. Tools such as GATK UnifiedGenotyper (UG) [2] or 68 Samtools [3] compute a genotype likelihood p(D|G) for each 69 genotype G, where D represents all the read data for an individual 70 at a particular site. 71 These genotype likelihoods incorporate errors that may have 72 been introduced in base calling, alignment and assembly and are 73 coupled with prior information, such as allele frequencies in a ref- 74 erence population (e.g. The 1000 Genome Project [6] ) or databases 75 of polymorphisms (e.g. dbSNP [7] ). The genotype with the highest 76 posterior probability is chosen and it is associated with a measure 77 of uncertainty. 78 Another recent method, Atlas2 [8] is based on a logistic regres- 196 196 197 This quantity depends on the reliability and the quality of the infor-198 mation provided by the dataset that has been taken into account. 
where or that only one allele has been processed. 274 Thus, let two reads a and b be the points at maximum distance, 275 as in Fig. 1 . Then, the likelihood L(c $ a) that a given read c belongs 276 to the allele represented by read a is: respectively. Then, we check whether the number of reads which 
Datasets and experimental methods
348
The proposed method has been tested over in silico and real The labeling performance of K-means algorithm stands in the Fig. 3 . Labeling performance over synthetic datasets characterized by different noise injection. The plot shows over the y-axis the percentage of variants for which the labeling has been performed with the corresponding accuracy that is reported over the x-axis. 
